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Unwilling as I am to sap the foundations of the Buddhist religion by the introduction of Porphyry’s
terrible catapult, Allegory, I am yet compelled by the more fearful ballista of Aristotle, Dilemma. This is
the two-handed engine spoken of by the prophet Milton!*
This is the horn of the prophet Zeruiah, and with this am I, though no Syrian, utterly pushed, till I
find myself back against the dead wall of Dogma. Only now realising how dead a wall that is, do I turn
and try the effect of a hair of the dog that bit me, till the orthodox “literary”† school of Buddhists, as
grown at Rangoon, exclaim with Lear: “How sharper than a serpent’s tooth is it To have an intellect!”
How is this? Listen and hear!
I find myself confronted with the crux: that, a Buddhist convinced intellectually and philosophically of
the truth of the teaching of Gotama; a man to whom Buddhism is the equivalent of scientific methods of
Thought; an expert in dialectic, whose logical faculty is bewildered, whose critical admiration is extorted
by the subtle vigour of Buddhist reasoning; I am yet forced to admit that, this being so, the Five
Precepts‡ are mere nonsense. If the Buddha spoke scientifically, not popularly, not rhetorically, then his
precepts are not his. We must reject them or we must interpret them. We must inquire: Are they meant
to be obeyed? Or—and this is my theory—are they sarcastic and biting criticisms on existence,
illustrations of the First Noble Truth; reasons, as it were, for the apotheosis of annihilation? I shall show
that this is so.
THE FIRST PRECEPT.
This forbids the taking of life in any form.§ What we have to note is the impossibility of performing
this; if we can prove it to be so, either Buddha was a fool, or his command was rhetorical, like those of
Yahweh to Job, or of Tannhäuser to himself:
“ Go! seek the stars and count them and explore!
Go! sift the sands beyond a starless sea!”
Let us consider what the words can mean. The “Taking of Life” can only mean the reduction of living
protoplasm to dead matter: or, in a truer and more psychological sense, the destruction of personality.
Now, in the chemical changes involved in Buddha’s speaking this command, living protoplasm was
changed into dead matter. Or, on the other horn, the fact (insisted upon most strongly by the Buddha
himself, the central and cardinal point of his doctrine, the shrine of that Metaphysic which isolates it
absolutely from all other religious metaphysic, which allies it with Agnostic Metaphysic) that the Buddha
who had spoken this command was not the same as the Buddha before he had spoken it, lies the proof
* Lycidas, line 130.
† The school whose Buddhism is derived from the Canon, and who ignore the degradation of the
professors of the religion, as seen in practice.
‡ The obvious caveat which logicians will enter against these remarks is that Pansil is the Five Virtues
rather than Precepts. Etymologically this is so. However, we may regard this as a clause on my side of
the argument, not against it; for in my view these are virtues, and the impossibility of attaining them is
the cancer of existence. Indeed, I support the etymology as against the futile bigotry of certain senile
Buddhists of to-day. And, since it is the current interpretation of Buddhistic thought that I attack, I but
show myself the better Buddhist in the act.
§ Fielding Hall, in “The Soul of a People,” has reluctantly to confess that he can find no trace of this in
Buddha’s own work, and calls the superstition the “echo of an older Faith.”

that the Buddha, by speaking this command, violated it. More, not only did he slay himself; he breathed
in millions of living organisms and slew them. He could nor eat nor drink nor breathe without murder
implicit in each act.
Huxley cites the “pitiless microscopist” who showed a drop of water to the Brahmin who boasted
himself “Ahimsa”—harmless. So among the “rights” of a Bhikkhu is medicine. He who takes quinine does
so with the deliberate intention of destroying innumerable living beings; whether this is done by
stimulating the phagocytes, or directly, is morally indifferent.
How such a fiend incarnate, my dear brother Ananda Metteya, can call him “cruel and cowardly” who
only kills a tiger, is a study in the philosophy of the mote and the beam!*
Far be it from me to suggest that this is a defence of breathing, eating, and drinking. By no means;
in all these ways we bring suffering and death to others, as to ourselves. But since these are inevitable
acts, since suicide would be a still more cruel alternative (especially in case something should subsist
below mere Rupa), the command is not to achieve the impossible, the already violated in the act of
commanding, but a bitter commentary on the foul evil of this aimless, hopeless universe, this compact of
misery, meanness, and cruelty. Let us pass on.
THE SECOND PRECEPT.
The Second Precept is directed against theft. Theft is the appropriation to one’s own use of that to
which another has a right. Let us see therefore whether or no the Buddha was a thief. The answer of
course is in the affirmative. For to issue a command is to attempt to deprive another of his most precious
possession—the right to do as he will; that is, unless, with the predestinarians, we hold that action is
determined absolutely, in which case, of course, to command is as absurd as it is unavoidable. Excluding
this folly, therefore, we may conclude that if the command be obeyed—and those of Buddha have gained
a far larger share of obedience than those of any other teacher—the Enlightened One was not only a
potential but an actual thief. Further, all voluntary action limits in some degree, however minute, the
volition of others. If I breathe, I diminish the stock of oxygen available on the planet. In those far distant
ages when Earth shall be as dead as the moon is to-day, my breathing now will have robbed some being
then living of the dearest necessity of life.
That the theft is minute, incalculably trifling, is no answer to the moralist, to whom degree is not
known; nor to the man of science, who sees the chain of nature miss no link.
If, on the other hand, the store of energy in the universe be indeed constant (whether infinite or no),
if personality be indeed delusion, then theft becomes impossible, and to forbid it is absurd. We may
argue that even so temporary theft may exist; and that this is so is to my mind no doubt the case. All
theft is temporary, since even a millionaire must die; also it is universal, since even a Buddha must
breathe.
This precept, against adultery, I shall touch but lightly. Not that I consider the subject unpleasant—
far from it!—but since the English section of my readers, having unclean minds, will otherwise find a
fulcrum therein for their favourite game of slander. Let it suffice if I say that the Buddha—in spite of the
ridiculous membrane legend,† one of those foul follies which idiot devotees invent only too freely—was a
confirmed and habitual adulterer. It would be easy to argue with Hegel-Huxley that he who thinks of an
act commits it (cf. Jesus also in this connection, thought he only knows the creative value of desire), and
that since A and not-A are mutually limiting, therefore interdependent, therefore identical, therefore
identical, he who forbids an act commits it; but I feel that this is no place for metaphysical hair-splitting;
let us prove what we have to prove in the plainest way.
I would premise in the first place that to commit adultery in the Divorce Court sense is not here in
question.
It assumes too much proprietary right of a man over a woman, that root of all abomination!—the
whole machinery of inheritance, property, and all the labyrinth of law.
* The argument that “the animals are our brothers” is merely intended to mislead one who has never
been in a Buddhist country. The average Buddhist would, of course, kill his brother for five rupees, or
less.
† Membrum virile illius inmembrana inclusum esse aiunt, ne copulare posset.

We may more readily suppose that the Buddha was (apparently at least) condemning incontinence.
We know that Buddha had abandoned his home; true, but Nature has to be reckoned with. Volition is
no necessary condition of offence. “I didn’t mean to” is a poor excuse for an officer failing to obey an
order.
Enough of this—in any case a minor question; since even on the lowest moral grounds—and we, I
trust, soar higher!—the error in question may be resolved into a mixture of murder, theft, and
intoxication.
(We consider the last under the Fifth Precept.)
THE FOURTH PRECEPT.
Here we come to what in a way is the fundamental joke of these precepts. A command is not a lie, of
course; possibly cannot be; yet surely an allegorical order is one in essence, and I have no longer a
shadow of a doubt that these so-called “precepts” are a species of savage practical joke.
Apart from this there can hardly be much doubt, when critical exegesis has done its damnedest on
the Logia of our Lord, that Buddha did at some time commit himself to some statement. “(Something
called) Consciousness exists” is, said Huxley, the irreducible minimum of the pseudo-syllogism, false even
for an enthymeme, “Cogito, ergo Sum!” This proposition he bolsters up by stating that whoso should
pretend to doubt it would thereby but confirm it. Yet might it not be said “(Something called)
Consciousness appears to itself to exist,” since Consciousness is itself the only witness to that
confirmation? Not that even now we can deny some kind of existence to consciousness, but that it should
be a more real existence than that of a reflection is doubtful, incredible, even inconceivable. If by
consciousness we mean the normal consciousness, it is definitely untrue, since the Dhyanic consciousness
includes it and denies it. No doubt “something called” acts as a kind of caveat to the would-be sceptic,
though the phrase is bad, implying a “calling.” But we can guess what Huxley means.
No doubt Buddha’s scepticism does not openly go quite as far as mine—it must be remembered that
“scepticism” is merely the indication of a possible attitude, not a belief, as so many good fool-folk think;
but Buddha not only denies “Cogito, ergo sum”; but “Cogito, ergo non sum.” See Sabbasava Sutta, par.
10.
At any rate Sakkyaditthi, the delusion of personality, is in the very forefront of his doctrines; and it is
this delusion that is constantly and inevitably affirmed in all normal consciousness. That Dhyanic thought
avoids it is doubtful; even so, Buddha is here represented as giving precepts to ordinary people. And if
personality be delusion, a lie is involved in the command of one to another. In short, we all lie all the
time; we are compelled to it by the nature of things themselves—paradoxical as that seems—and the
Buddha knew it!
THE FIFTH PRECEPT.
At last we arrive at the end of our weary journey—surely in this weather we may have a drink! East
of Suez,* Trombone-Macaulay (as I may surely say, when Browning writes Banjo-Byron†) tells us, a man
may raise a Thirst. No, shrieks the Blessed One, the Perfected One, the Enlightened One, do not drink! It
is like the streets of Paris when they were placarded with rival posters:

and

Ne buvez pas de l’Alcool!
L’Alcool est un poison!
Buvez de l’Alcool!
L’Alcool est un aliment!

* “ Ship me somewhere East of Suez, where a man may raise a thirst.”
R. KIPLING
† “ While as for Quilp Hop o’ my Thumb there,
Banjo-Byron that twangs the strum-strum there."
BROWNING, Pachiarotto (said of A. Austin).

We know now that alcohol is a food up to a certain amount; the precept, good enough for a rough
rule as it stands, will not bear close inspection. What Buddha really commands, with that grim humour of
his, is: Avoid Intoxication.
But what is intoxication? unless it be the loss of power to use perfectly a truth-telling set of faculties.
If I walk unsteadily it is owing to nervous lies—and so for all the phenomena of drunkenness. But a lie
involves the assumption of some true standard, and this can nowhere be found. A doctor would tell you,
moreover, that all food intoxicates: all, here as in all the universe, of every subject and in every
predicate, is a matter of degree.
Our faculties never tell us true; our eyes say flat when our fingers say round; our tongue sends a set
of impressions to our brain which our hearing declares non-existent—and so on.
What is this delusion of personality but a profound and centrally-seated intoxication of the
consciousness? I am intoxicated as I address these words; you are drunk—beastly drunk!—as you read
them; Buddha was a drunk as a voter at election time when he uttered his besotted command. There,
my dear children, is the conclusion to which we are brought if you insist that he was serious!
I answer No! Alone among men then living, the Buddha was sober, and saw Truth. He, who was
freed from the coils of the great serpent Theli coiled round the universe, he knew how deep the slaver of
that snake had entered into us, infecting us, rotting our very bones with poisonous drunkenness. And so
his cutting irony—drink no intoxicating drinks!
When I go to take Pansil,* it is in no spirit of servile morality; it is with keen sorrow gnawing at my
heart. These five causes of sorrow are indeed the heads of the serpent of Desire. Four at least of them
snap their fangs on me in and by virtue of my very act of receiving the commands, and of promising to
obey them; if there is a little difficulty about the fifth, it is an omission easily rectified—and I think we
should make a point about that; there is a great virtue in completeness.
Yes! Do not believe that the Buddha was a fool; that he asked men to perform the impossible or the
unwise. † Do not believe that the sorrow of existence is so trivial that easy rules easily interpreted (as all
Buddhists do interpret the precepts) can avail against them; do not mop up the Ganges with a duster: or
stop the revolution of the stars with a lever of lath.
Awake, awake only! let there be ever remembrance that Existence is sorrow, sorrow by the inherent
necessity of the way it is made; sorrow not by volition, not by malice, not by carelessness, but by nature,
by ineradicable tendency, by the incurable disease of Desire, its Creator, is it so, and the way to destroy
it is by the uprooting of Desire; nor is a task so formidable accomplished by any threepenny-bit-in-theplate-on-Sunday morality, the “deceive others and self-deception will take care of itself” uprightness, but
by the severe roads of austere self-mastery, of arduous scientific research, which constitute the Noble
Eightfold Path.
O. DHAMMALOYU.

* To “Take Pansil” is to vow obedience to these Precepts.
† I do not propose to dilate on the moral truth which Ibsen has so long laboured to make clear: that no
hard and fast rule of life can be universally applicable. Also, as in the famous case of the lady who saved
(successively) the lives of her husband, her father, and her brother, the precepts clash. To allow to die is
to kill —all this is obvious to the most ordinary thinkers. These precepts are of course excellent general
guides for the vulgar and ignorant, but you and I, dear reader, are wise and clever, and know better.

